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30The particle velocities are measured by the high-speed particle image velocimetry (PIV) in the accelera-
31tion and fully developed regimes of a horizontal pneumatic conveying. Based on the measured particle
32fluctuation velocities, continuous wavelet transform and one-dimensional orthogonal wavelet decompo-
33sition were applied to reveal particle dynamics in terms of time frequency analysis, the contribution from
34wavelet level to the particle fluctuation energy, spatial correlation and probability distribution of wavelet
35levels. The time frequency characteristics of particle fluctuation velocity suggest that the small-scale par-
36ticle motions are suppressed and tend to transfer into large scale particle motions from acceleration
37regime to fully developed regime. In the near bottom part of pipe, the fluctuation energy of axial particle
38motion is mainly contributed from the wavelet levels of relatively low frequency, however, in the near
39top part of pipe, wavelet levels of relatively high frequency make comparable contribution to the axial
40particle fluctuation energy in the suspension flow regime, and this contribution decreases as particles
41are accelerated along the pipe. The low frequency wavelet levels exhibit large spatial correlation, and this
42spatial correlation increases as the particles flow from acceleration regime to fully developed regime. The
43skewness factor and kurtosis factor of wavelet level suggest that the deviation of Gaussian probability
44distribution is associated with the central frequency of wavelet level, and the deviation from Gaussian
45distribution is more evident as increasing central frequency. The higher wavelet levels can be linked to
46small sale particle motions, which lead to irregular particle fluctuation velocity.
47� 2018 Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of The Society of Powder Technology Japan. All rights
48reserved.
49
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52 1. Introduction

53 In a significant number of industrial processes, pneumatic con-
54 veying has been widely used to transport the granular materials.
55 For practical purposes, different conveying regimes such as
56 dilute- and dense- phase conveying are used. The dilute phase con-
57 veying usually operated at high conveying velocity, leading to high
58 pressure drop, pipe erosion, and particle degradation. For dense
59 phase conveying, low conveying velocity usually results in unsta-
60 ble flow, which causes conveying pipe blockage and vibration.
61 Therefore, a key design criterion of pneumatic conveying system
62 is to keep the conveying velocity as low as possible to minimize
63 the pressure drop without blockage occurs [1–3]. To realize the

64purpose, it is of great importance to investigate the particle
65dynamics of pneumatic conveying system, especially the particle
66dynamics in the range of relatively low conveying velocity.
67Among the previous experimental studies on gas-solid two-
68phase flow, LDA (Laser Doppler Anemometry) or PIV (Particle
69Image Velocimetry) is one of the popular techniques for measuring
70the velocity fields of gas or solid particles. Using LDA, Morsi et al.
71investigated the particle dynamics of gas-solid two-phase flow in
72the vicinity of a single tube [4]. An extended LDA method was
73developed to measure the distributions of particle velocities and
74particle number rates over a whole pipe cross-section in a dilute
75pneumatic conveying system [5]. Juray et al. [6] applied LDA to
76investigate gas–solid mixing in the inlet zone of a dilute circulating
77fluidized bed. However, these investigations focused on the inter-
78action between particles and turbulence in full-developed regime
79of dilute phase suspension pipe flow. To measure particle velocity
80fields in relatively dense two-phase flow, PIV is used to investigate
81particle sedimentation [7] and granular distributions in a hopper
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82 [8]. Recently Yan and Rinoshika [9] used PIV to measure the time-
83 averaged velocity and concentration of particles in a two-phase
84 pipe flow. However, little attention has been paid to the dynamics
85 of solid particles from fully-developed to acceleration-regime in
86 the relatively dense-phase, which will provide fundamental infor-
87 mation on the pneumatic conveying, thus motivating the present
88 work.
89 During the past decades, wavelet analysis has been extensively
90 applied in the investigation of diverse physical phenomena and
91 found to be particularly useful. Li [10] applied wavelet multi-
92 resolution and cross-correlation analysis in the dispersed suspen-
93 sion swirling flow and dune flow, and the pressure fluctuation
94 were extracted and analyzed in different scales. Ren et al. [11] ana-
95 lyzed dynamic behavior in fluidized beds by examining wavelet
96 spectrum functions of various dynamic signals. They decomposed
97 the signals into three components: micro-scale (particle size),
98 meso-scale (cluster size) and macro-scale (unit size). Nguyen
99 et al. [12] developed a method for the objective discrimination of

100 the two-phase flow pattern by means of the local wavelet energy
101 coefficients map of continuous wavelet transform. Besides, orthog-
102 onal wavelet analysis was also applied to investigate the wall pres-
103 sure–time signal in a two-phase flow [13]. Takei et al. [14] used the
104 three-dimensional wavelet multi-resolution technique to extract
105 the particle concentration distribution of dense flow captured by
106 Computed Tomography (CT), and the time and spatial particle dis-
107 tribution with a specific frequency level was visualized using this
108 technique. However, little attention has been paid to the particle
109 fluctuation velocity fields in both fully-developed and acceleration
110 regimes frommulti-scale point of view, which would provide more
111 detailed information on the particle dynamics in the gas–solid
112 two-phase pneumatic conveying system, thus attracting our
113 interest.
114 This study aims at revealing the multi-scale particle dynamics
115 in the acceleration- and fully-developed regimes based on contin-
116 uous and one-dimensional orthogonal wavelet analyses. Firstly,
117 the time frequency characteristics of axial particle fluctuation
118 velocities are investigated by continuous wavelet transform. Sec-
119 ondly, the particle fluctuation velocities are decomposed into dif-
120 ferent wavelet levels based on their central frequencies. Finally,
121 the fluctuation velocities of different wavelet levels are analyzed
122 in terms of particle fluctuation energy, two-point correlation and
123 probability distribution.

124 2. Experimental setup

125 2.1. Test rig configuration

126 Fig. 1 shows the test rig configuration of the positive pneumatic
127 conveying adopted in the present study. The horizontal test pipe is

128made up of transparent resin material, having an inner diameter of
129Din = 80 ± 5 mm, and the length of it is 5 ± 0.02 m. Before entering
130into the test pipe, the air from the blower flows through a pipe
131with a length of 10 m. Solid particles supplied from the feed bin
132are picked up by the air flows from the blower. At the end of test
133pipe, solid particles are separated through a separator. The solid
134mass flow rate and airflow rate were measured by the load cell
135and orifice meter respectively. The pressure loss was detected
136using differential pressure transducers (Toyoda, PMS-5M-1H) posi-
137tioned at the entrance and outlet of test pipe. In present study, the
138cylindrical polyethylene particles having a volume equivalent
139diameter of dp = 2.3 ± 0.12 mm, aspect ratio of 2.24 and solid den-
140sity of 978 kg/m3 are used as conveying particles. Here the termi-
141nal velocity of this particle is 7.5 m/s. The experiments were
142performed at the superficial mean air velocity Ua = 14.13 m/s, and
143the mass flow rate of solids Gs is fixed at 0.45 kg/s. The statistical
144uncertainty of the superficial mean air velocity, the solids mass
145flow rate and the gauge pressure are respectively �3.46%, �1.38%
146and �1.43% at the 95% confidence level.

1472.2. Particle velocity measurement

148Fig. 2 presents the schematic of the PIV measurement adopted
149in present study. A light sheet with a thickness of 5 mm was
150generated by a high-intensity continuous light source (Metal
151Halide 250, Moritex), which is used to light up the moving particles
152on the central axial plane of the test pipe. 2000 successive digital
153images with a resolution of 1024 � 768 pixels were captured by
154a high-speed camera (Photron FASTCAM SA3) at a frame rate of
1551000 fps (frame per second), and the corresponding sampling rate
156of particle velocity is 1 ms. The PIV measurements, as
157shown in Fig. 1, were carried out at three different locations:
158x = 0.3 m (x/Din = 4, Location A), 2 m (x/Din = 25, Location B) and
1593.5 m (x/Din = 44, Location C), here x is the horizontal distance from
160particle inlet.
161Since the size of conveying particle is relatively large, the mea-
162surement domain of particulate flow is divided into many interro-
163gation areas. Each interrogation area should be large enough to
164contain several particles as a group to obtain reliable measurement
165[7]. In this study, the measurement domain with the size of 80 mm
166� 111 mm was divided into 18 � 25 interrogation areas. The pixel
167size is about 0.11 mm/pixel, and the spatial resolution of particle
168velocity vectors is about 4.4 mm. The velocity of each interrogation
169area was calculated using FFT based cross correlation technique
170between two successive particle images at a known time interval.
171The statistical uncertainty of the measured particle velocity was
172estimated at �3.86% at the 95% confidence level.
173To identify the flow regimes of abovementioned three locations,
174the variation of the time-averaged axial particle velocity along

Fig. 1. Test rig configuration of positive pneumatic conveying.
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